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Letters to the Editet.

{The Editor does 1101 110111 1111111er :espcnsible far opinions
exfzretsed by his 50715315011119.1115 Neithey am he zmdewtuke
1‘0 return or to camesﬁond with the writers of, rejected
manmrnpts intended far this or (my 01hr? part of NATURE.
1N0 71011139 is mien (1f (monymous communications}

Mamie: Structure.
111 9. 1e Lter tc- NIHURE of N0vemhe1'25 Last D1
111131111311 Campbell discusses the prob1em 01 the
possible consistency of the assumptiehs about the
motif“ and a121311geme11t of e1ectr13ns in the atem
unde ) mg the. interpretati-o11. (1f the series spectra of
the elementé; based on the applica:Jon ()1 the quantum
theory t1) the 11111116111: thneory Of atomic stmeture, and

the apparemiy widely difierent assumptions which
have been introduced 111 varimus recent attempts to
develop a theory of atomic constitution capable of
accounting for other physical and chemical properties
of the elements. Dr. Camhbe11.puts forward the
inter ’
' ' 011 that the apparent inconsistency
under consiuemtion may not be tea}, but rather
appear as 21 censequence of the formal character 01
the principles of the quantum theory, which Illight
invelye that the pictu es of atomic constitution used
111 explanations of different phenomena may have a
totahy different aspect, and nevertheless refer to the
same reality. 111 this connection he directs attention
especiaiiy to the soucahed ”prineime of correswhndm
ence,”
the estahlishment of which it has been
possihie-----notwithstanding the fundamenta1 difference
between the ordinary theory Of electromagnetic radia—
tion and the ideas of ihe quantum theor}

to com-

pEete certain deductions heeed 011 the quan-um tleory
13y other dedu-L 1015 based on the class1-231 theory of
radiaﬁon.
111 so far as it must he confessed that we do not
assess a complete theory which e11ab1es 11s to
de cribe 111. detaii the mechanism of emissh‘m and,
ab 11rpt1013 of radiation by 1310mm 8 terms, I naturahy
agree thxt the principle of correpondence, Eike 2111.
other nations; of the quantum theory, is of a seme—
what formal Chara cter But on the; other hunchtthe
fact:.1at it has been possmle to esta
ahlish am 11111mate
connection

between

the

spectrum

emitted

by

an

atemic system~deduced awarding t0 the (111.311.111.113
theory 011 the assumption 01' a certain type of motion
of the partides (11 1 1e atQm—«ahd the constitution of
the radiation, wh‘ch, according to the ordinary theory
(11' electmmagnetmm, wmu'ld result fmm the same
type (.11 111.111.1011, appe" s; to me to 21116111 an argument
111 favour of the ..‘1£ty of the
1.1111ptiens of the
spectral theory of a kind scarcely compatible with
Dr. Campbeh’s suggestion. 011 the contrary, 11‘ we
9.111.111. the 50111111111395 of the quantum theorv Of
spectra, the 1111111111311 of'orrespr31.dence wank: seem
to afford p1 haps the strongest inducement to seek
an 1111‘e ntetatioh of the other phvsica‘i 21nd chemicﬂ
aropert
(11" the element“ 011the S?me 1111435 as the
Interpreta 011 of .
. spectra; and En
Ietcer I should like. briefly to ind'cate 11-2111; it eems
possihha by an extended use of this; prinLipIe to
overcome certain fundamental difﬁcuitie' hittherto
involved in the attempts to devebp a general theory
cf atomic constitution based on, the application of the
quantum theory 113 the 11110112115 3113111.
The common character of theories Gt atomic com
stituticm has been the endeavour to 1111.11 conﬁgurehens: and 1110110115; of the eIe-strLms which wank] seem
to offer an Etzterpretation((11 the va1at113111; of the
chemica1 pt'eperties of the elements with the atomic
number as they are so dear}:1 exhibited in the 1174311111110111 periodm IaW A e0ns1derat1cm of this 1aw
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leads directly to the view that the e1ectr-z3ns in the
atom are arranged in distincﬁy separate groups, each
centaining a number of electrons equal to 13111: Of the
periods in the sequence 01' the elements, arranged
according to increasing atomic 111111113141: 111 the tire.
attempts to obtain. 1' deﬁnite picture of the conﬁguraa
t1011. and motion of the e1ectr011s 111 these groups 11

was 21 sumed theit the eEeCtmns w1thh'1 each 1311311.: 211.

any moment were placed at equal angular 111161312115
on a circu1a1'o1'bit wi1-1'1 the nucleus at. the
antre,
while in later theories this s1mple assumptmn has
been replaced by the assumptions that the conﬁguretiens of electrons Within the varieus groups do not
possess such simple axial symmetry, hut exhibit :3
highest degzee of symmetry in space, it being
assumed, far instance, that the a:amﬁguratiem 131'
the electrons at any mement (111 .
their 11101113115
possesses poiyhedra symmetry. All such 1111211111

11117011155. however, the. {1111damehtai difﬁculty 1.11 at 110

interpretation is gwen Why these L01ﬁgura
actuahy appear during the 10111131101101 the
through a process of binding Of the electrons by the
nucleus. and why the constitution of the atom is
essentiaﬂy stahie 113 the sense that the (ar-gmzd c011ﬁguraticm ,. reorganised if it be temporarily disturbed by exts 11211 agencies.
11' we reckon with
no other forces between tze particles except the
attraction and repu1sion (iue ‘19- the11' electric 'harges.
such1.11 interpretation 01.311115 cie arly that there must
exist 2m 31 mate 111-.t'e1aet1on or “couphng” between
the 1731113115 groups of electrons 111 the 1 tom which is
ess--ntia11y diﬁerent from that wh1eh might be ex—
pec:1.edif theeview.r0115 11: different Groups are assume(1
to move 111 orbits qmteLOutside each (11he1' in such
way that each group may he said to farm a “ shei’alr
01' the
the effect 01' Which 01': the constitution
of the outer shells would arise mainly fmm the compemation of a part of the att1aetion from the nucleus;
due to the charge (11 the electmns.
These cnhsideratiims are seen to refer to essentia
features (11' the nucleus; 21111111. and 5:0 far to haw 110
special relation t0 the Character of the quantum
theory, which was originahy introduced in atomic
prob‘iems 1:1 the hope of obtaining a rational intezu
pretati£111 of the stability of the atom Accordingm
th1s thee v 3.11. atomic system piossesses :1 number 01"
dutmetiw.
'
31112.5, 'stationarv statec 111
which the meti-Im
be described by (irdihary
mechanics and 111 \Vh11‘h the atem (ran e is, at any
rate fora
' tune without ermssion of energy radiatioti

The. characi'.‘e1'1s C rndmtmn from the 31.13111. 13 ermtteti
011.1}; dunng a 113.115.1013. hetweeen the such states: and

this process of tr. 113111011 13311.net he descr'ihec’i 131'
ordinary mechan1cs am' 1110re than the character of
the 111111:ted radiatmh can he r211eulated from the
motion bV the 01(‘11

1'1! themy 01 e

rornagnetistn.

1t hemg, m striking C(mtmst .1. th 1‘1 thehry, assumed
tha t the: t1'ans1t1-311 1s 2-1w '5: 1'0110wed by an emission
(111 111.011.01'h1'0111atic rad-;.t1o:1 the frequency of whic
is determined simply from the éiﬁ'ez'euce of energy
111. the two states. The applicatieh 0f‘ 1.5 quantum
them'y to atomic prehiemsﬁwhich took 1‘s Starting
point from the interpretation of the 5111.391 spectrum
of hydmgfen for which 111) 11. jwimi ﬁxa-‘Jen Of the
static 1311' states 01" the atoms; was; needed-----11.15 111
recent years; heen lame1V extended hv the deve1npmeht
of svstem..tic methor‘s for hung the statmnary states
corresponé mg to Lertain general classes of mechanicai
motions. Vv'hiie 113 this way a detaﬂed interpretatim
hf spectroscopic resuh‘s of a very different 11111.11 has
bee1': obtained. so far as phenomena Which depemi
12551211112111ij on the metion of (me e1es:t1'(m 111 the
atom were concerned. n11 deﬁnite emddation has
been chained v1th re gard to the constitution of
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atoms 12011112111111.1112 sev01311 electrons, due to the. 1211'1.111115111111313 that the methors of ﬁxing stationary
states were. 1101 211311: to 1011mm the 211'}; ariness in
the choice of the number and conﬁgure:
s; 01 the
€16Lt1‘013 111 the 1721110115 group:1_.or shehs, 0f the: 2110111.
111 fact the 011131 immediate consequience 10 which
they Eead is that the motion of every elem.1011 in the
310111 117111011 :1 ﬁrst appmmmation 0011651101111 10 011:
0f the statmnary S1tates 01' 11 system 001131311113; of

particle moving 111 a 12131111111 ﬁeld. of force, which in
their limit 2110 represented by the various 1.1113111 11' 01
elliptical st3110112113; 11111113 which appear in Sommer—
{eld’s theory of the f'ms- structure of the hydrtz-gen

11110.3 A way 10 remave th1:.:1rb1'trarir1es:' 111 question
is apened however, by the introduction 01 11113 0111111—
5110111101109, 1111110111110. which gives expression to the
tendency in the quuahtum themy to see not merely a

set 011 {01111211 11.11131; 1111'11xing the statmnary states of
atomic systems ahd the frequency of the radiation
emitted by the transitions between these states, but
rather 1111 attempt ‘10 01112. 11 a 12111011211 {20001011521000
01' the electronmgnetit theory of radiation which
01111111115 the discontinuous character necessary 1.0
account 101' the(253011111111 sta'\1hty 0'5 atoms.
With0ut entering here 011 a dete116d formulation 01
the correspondence prineitﬂe, 11. may be sufﬁcient for
the present pur10051: t0 521V that. it estabhshes ah
ir1ti111at'e 00111113011011 between the character of the
1111011011 in the stationary state. 01 an atomic system
and the possibility of a trans1t10n between two Of
these States, and thez'efme offers a basis for a
théoretical examination of the process which may be
expected to take glam during the 1011111311011 and rem
01g1nisatitm 01' an atom For instance we. are led
by this: 11111101010 directiy to the 0011011131011 that We
ta41111101; expect 111 actual atoms conﬁgurations of the
‘11): 511 which the eiectrans within each group are
":' 5111;5011 111 rings 01' conﬁgurations of polyhedral
symmetry, because the formation 01’ such conﬁgura—
tinns woufd 01111111 that all the elect0113 Within each
group.- 011011111 he 1311;211'11'111y bound by the 1110111 the
same 111110.011 the contrary 1t seems necessary to
seem the 001111121112111‘101151 0f the 011— 1111115 in the 21.101113
among such conﬁdurations 115
V' be 101111011 13V”
the succes siV'e hinting 01 the electrons 0118 by 0116.11

process the last stages of w r10h we may asSume to
witness in the emission of the se . es 3'gectra 01 the
1111181115 Now 011 the conespondence 13111101010 We
are actuailv 161'} ’10 :1 111011110 01‘ such a process 111111611
not Only 11501115111 detailed msight 11110 1.1105111111211110
spectra, but also Sixgg"'t
a deﬁnite
,mont

0f

1. '>

visetrons

111

the

attr-m

0f

13

the which seems su able 1.0 °11terpret the highfrequency spectra 21nd the chemical properties (11' the
eiements. Thus froms a consideration 01 the pessible
transitions between 12111011;
states,corresp011dit1g
t0 the vamoua steps Sof the 11111111111; 01" 6‘31‘1‘1 of the.
619.1ttmns, we 1 10 led 1n the ﬁrst 111211243 '10 assume that
011117 the twry ﬁrst 01130110115: move in what may be
calied tme-quantum Orbits, which are 21111110120115; ‘10
that stationary state 01 a central system Which correspmuis t0 the normai state 01 a system consisthg 01‘
one electmh rotating 10111111 :11 1111016113. The 191011110113
110111111 after the ﬁrst two 1121.11 1101 be able by 21 transition between two stat110112113! states to {110011121 posit1011 111 1‘111' atom equiva1ent 10 that 01 these two
electrons, but wili meme 111 what may be caileti'
muitiplequama 0110115, which correspond t0 other
stationary states of a central system.
The assumption 01' the presence in the normal 512310
01 the atom of such 111111111010 quanta. 0113113 has already
been {1111061110011 111 va1'1011s 11000111. theo"W188 as 1101
1115111110619 111. Sommerfeid’s wm'k 011 the hEgh-frequency
spectra 3111]. in that, of Landé 01': at'tmic dimeh-
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5110115 and crystal. structure; but the application 011 the
correspm'tdencxz {3111112151113 seems to 011131 {(1-1 the £11551
time a rational 11100113110111 basis far these conclusions
and for the 0150- 1011 01 the arrangement 01' the Orbits
01‘ the electrons 110111111 after the ﬁrst two. Thus; by
means of a 1:10ser examination 01' the progress 01' the
binding process this principle 011015 a 51mph: argu11113111 for concluding that these eiectmhs are arranged
111 groups 111 a way which reﬂects the periods
exhibited by the chemical properties of the elements
within the sequence 01’ 1:11:11: sing 21t0mic 1111111110119.
111 fact, if we consider the. hindmg of 21 large number
01' elect10115 121V 21 1111016115 01 111gh p11 V6 chaxge.
thus argument 51101165115 that after the ﬁrst tVVO eler—
11'0115 are bound in 011e—q11az1t11m 01'bit51 the next eight
electrtms; will be bound 111 twa_quanta orbits, the next
eighteen 111 thz'ee1q11a11ta orbits, and 1110 110x: thirth
tw0 in tour-quanta orbits.
Although the arrangements of the orbits of the
electrons within these groups wiii exhibit 21 remarkable degree of spatial symmetry, the groups 1.311111w
7:30 said 10 form simple sheila '11 the sense 111
which this expression is generally used as regards
atorm c constitution. In the frst place. the argument
111v01ves that the electrons within each group (.10 1'10t
a1}. play equivalent parts, but are, divided into sub.groups corresponding to the different 1371:1115 of
multipiequanta orbits of the same total number 0f
quanta, Which represents 1116113110110 stationary states
of an elem.1011 1110171115: 111 a centtral 116111. Thus, 001'respon mg to the fact 1111' 1:11 3111'1 a system there
emst two types of two"quanta 01'b1ts, three types of
three-quanta 0111115,:1110. 50 011,11V'ea1'e led to- the view
that the abave—mehtioned group of eight e1ectrons
01151515 01 two subgr011115 01-10111 0100110115 each,
The {2101111 of etghteen 1211:1011-me three subgroups
of six electmns each and th: group of thirtV—two
electron 01 1011r suh-gro2105:1101 eight electrons each.
Another essential Eeazure 01 the constitution
descxibed lies' 111 the conﬁguratio' 01' the orbits 0f
the electrons in the differ at groups relative to each
Other.
Thus {01' each gmup the 01130110113 within
certam subgroups N111 pe1113112101 during their 1'eV0111~
UOE’I 1nt01'eg10hs whi Ch are. (:1set to the nucleus
than 110 mean distances of the e1 1011:, behmgmj
10 groups 01' ferer-quama orbits. I111s arcumstahee
which 15; 1111111121161)! connected with the essential

atures of the Dmcesses of successive binding, gives

mst that expressmn 101' the “1'111111'1bhetveet1 the
diﬁerent groups Which is a 111':
my 110111116011 {01'
the stabihty 01c atomic conﬁgurations In fact, this
couphng 15 the predominant feature 01 the 171711012:
picture, 21111115; to 1312 taken as :1 guide for the inten
011913 1011 of 2.11 details as regards: the fGrmation 0f
the different groups 21111:? their various suh-gt'aupS,

Further, the stability of the whole conﬁguratim is

of such a character that if any one of the electrons
is removed from the atom by external agencies 1101
0.1.11V' may the ptev'111s conﬁguration be 16013231115011 11V
:1 Stzecesswe d1501acement 01 the electrons W1'thin the
sequence in Whmh they were 0r1g111ally bound by the
21mm, but also the place of the removed electron may
be taken by anyone of the 91001120113 heiohging to 1110113
1003'elv bound groups 01' 31113—0101.05 through 11 process
of 11111301 trahsxtion bftw‘eeﬁ two station
1'1211'V' states, ac.
00111031111611 by 1311 01111551011 01' a. mtmochroma'
11011. T1113 c1rcumstahce--—-Vvl'11ch 0P-c : a b .
detailed interpratatit111 of the ehaxaueristic structure
of “1111': h1gh~1requer1cV 5111:0112: 0f the elementsm—‘is 1111:11—
matelV' 0011116011521 11711.11 111e, fact that the 0160110115 111

the 1131110115; subgroups altheug'h they may be satd
to {.113V' equ1V'aIent pa1'13 111 the harmony of the 311126er

atomic 1110110115; are not at evenV’ moment arranged

11'1 mhhguratmhs 0f simpm anal 0r polyhedral sym
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metry as in Sommerfeld’s or Landé’e work, but that
their motiehs are, on the ctmtrary, linked t0 each

other in such a way that it is; passihie to remove any
one of the electrons hurt: the group by a process
whereby the orbits 0f the remaining electmns are
altered in a wntinueus manner.
These general remarks appiy t0 the constitution and,
stability of all the groups of electrons in the atom“ On
the other hand, the simple variations indicated abeve
0f the number of eiectmhs in the groups and sub“
groups of successive shells held 01in for that region
in the atom where the attraction from the nucieus
compared with the rehuision from the electrons porn
sesses a preponderaht inﬂuence on the motitm of

each electmn‘

As regards the arrangements of the

electrons bound by the atom at a moment when the
charges of the previously bound electrons begin to
compensate the greater part of the positive charge
of the nucleus, we meet with new features, and a
consideratian 0f the (renditions for the hhding
process forces: us tc- assume that new, added else..rons
are bound in orbits Of a number of quanta equal to,
Dr fewer than, that of the electrons in groups pre—
viousiv hound, although during the greater part Of
their revolution they wih move Gutside the electrons
in these groups‘ Such a stop in the increase, or even
deer: se, in the number of quanta characterising
the orbits corresponding t0 the motion of the elem
trons in successive shetis takes place, in general,
when somewhat more than half the total number of
etectmns is; bound.
During the pmgress 0f the
binding process the electrons will at ﬁr“ still be
arranged in gmups of the indicated eons Litton, so
that groups of threenquanta orbits will '
m contain
eighteen etectmns and those of tVVO»Q-...,I‘.ta orbits
eight e
.mhs. In the neutral atom, however? the
electmhs bound lass and mast 100391}; wit}. in generai‘
not be able to arm g‘e themseives in such 3 re Ear
way. in fact, on the surface of the athm we meet
with groups of the described censtitutien only in the
etements which belong to the family of inactive
gases, the members of which from many paints of
view have also been acknmviedg‘ed to he a sort of
iandmark Within the natura‘: system of the elements.
For the atoms; of these elements; we must expect the
constitutions indicated by the fotiowing symbols:
Helium (121)“

Krypton {218218382 ,(

Argtm

N 1 ton

Neon

Xenon

(2,8.

where the Earge ﬂames dentate the number of electmhs in the groups starting from the innermost one,
and the small, ﬁgures the total number of quanta
character 11;; the orbits of electrons within each

group“

These ctmﬁgurations are distinguished by an in—
herent. s; :ahility in the sense that it is especially difﬁcult
tn remeve any of the etectmns tram éueh atmns so
as to farm positive itmsu, and that there will be no
tendency fm an electron to attach itself to the atom
and to form 3. negative itm. The ﬁrst effect is due to
the large number of electmns in the outermost gmup;
hence the attraction from the nucleus is not com.pensated to the same extent as in ctanﬁguratitms where
the outer group consists only of a few electrons, as is
the case in those famiii'es of eiements which in the
periodic table fotiow immediately after the etements
of the famity of the inactive gases, and, as is well
known, possess a distinct electrompositive character.
The semmi effect is due to the regular censtitution
hf the (Jutermost groupv Which prevents a new electron
from entering as a further member of this gmup, tn
the eiemehts belonging to the families which in the

periodic table precede the family of the inactive gases
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we meet in the neutral atom with conﬁg ations of
the Guteg’mcst group of electrons which, on the cher
hanti, exhibit a great: tendency to complete themselves by the hinting :11” further electrons, resulting
in the f(: :hation (3f negative ionse
The general lines 01' the latter considerations are
known from var'ieus recent theories of atomic constitutian, such as those, of A. Kosselvand G; Lewis,
based on a systemati discussion of. Chemical evidence
In these thearies the electmvpositive and electronega—
tive characters of these families in the periodic Lab’ie
axe interpreted by the assumption that the outer elec—
trons; in the atoms; of the inactive gases are arranged
in especially regular and stable conﬁgurations,
without, however, any attempt to give a detailed
picture of the. Constitution and termatitm of these
groups. In this cahhection it may he of interet to
direct attention to the fund lental d‘ " rence between
the picture at atomic eomtttution indicated in this
letter and that VeveEC-ped by Langmuir 0n the basis
of Le assumption of statisn: ‘V or Osciiiating elecn
trons in the atom, retr‘ d to in D12 Camphelt’s iettera
Quite apart from the fact that in. E..2mgmuir’s themy
the stability of the conﬁguration 0f the electrons is
considered rather as a postulated pmperty -:)f the
atom, for which no (it: ailed at Mimi interpretation is
Ofered, this diﬁ‘erem' d::‘clsse" :t‘seif clearly by the
fact that in Langm ir‘s
L. constitution of the
atoms; of the 3: active gs:
1s assumed in which the
number of eiectt'ans is always largest in the mitermost she“. Thus the sequence at the number of
eiectrons Within tie groups; of a niton atom is, instead
of that indicated. shave, c umed ti:
2., 8, 18, 18, 32,
such as; the appearance 0; the periods in the sequence
of the elements: might seem to claim at ﬁrst sight.
The assumption of the preS‘Bce of the target groups
in the interior of the atom§ which is an immediate
consequence of the argument undenying the pr
theory, appears, however, it) (siter not merely a more
suitable basis for the interpreta ion of the general propert ; of the elen‘ ,nts, hut e peciaiiy ah imn‘tediate
interpretation of the apfearm e of Such famiiies
01' elements within the periodic table3 Who , the
chemlcai properties of successive eiements «(Ether only
very Siightiy from each other. The exist‘hee of such
families appears, in fact, as; a dire 1; c0 aquenee 02'
the formation 01‘ gm 9 containing a larger number
of electrons in the interior of the atom When proceerh
ing through the sequence of the eiements. Thus in
the famii‘ 0f the rare earths we may he assumed to
‘
formation of an inner
s at that place in the atom
where farmer}; the c(Jrreponéingﬁ group possessed
aniy eighteen eiectrens. In a similar way we may
* se the appearance of the iron, pahadiumt and

platinum families to he Witnessing .tages (3f the
formation of gm‘ups of eighteen electrons. Comparecﬁ
with the appearance of the family of the rare eart}
however, the conditions; are here somewhat more
complicated, hecatu we have to &C with the formaticm (:f a gmup which lies closer to the surface of the
atom, and where, therefore, the rapid increase in the
compensation of the mseiear charge during the pro“
.. ,
05 the binding process phﬁvs a greater part.
In fact“ we have to do in the ea

in question, hotv

as in the rare earths, with a tramformation which in
its ehects heeps inside one and the same group, and
Where, therefore, the increase in the number it: this
group is simhiy reﬂected in the number of the
elements within the family under censideratien, but
we are witnesses of a transformation which is accom—
panied by a ccmﬁuence of several? enter groups 0f
electrons.
In a fuller account w}
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the questions here dist1135ed W111 he tgeated in greater
detail. in this letter it
my intention only to direct
attent'on to the possibilities which the elabaration 0f
the sznciples underlying the Spectral applications of
the quantum theory seemL5 to open fer the interpreta
tier: of other pmperties 0f the element-5. in this cannection I should £1330 1iit, to merLtLLm that it seems

possible,f10m the vexaminaLion of the change at the

spectra of the emments in the press: (:6 0t magnetic
ﬁelds to deveiop an zirgument wh1L:h promises to
throw light 011 the difﬁculti L which have hitherto
been invelved in the expat:Lanen 0f the Characteristic
magnetic pLoperties m the elements and ha
ave bah
‘ussed in various recent letters in NATURE.

N. Borm.

Coneenhagen, February 1.3.,

“ms: ﬂimensians of Atoms amt Maﬂewtes.
CERTAIN relations which are. to be 151’?Ced between
the 'istahces sepazating atoms in a mystal make it
possth.JLe to estimate the distance,oatV:V'een their centres
when Im‘«ed together in chemmal (:0mh1z1at1011 On
the Lewis Langm 1r theary of atomic constitution,
tVYO electanegatLve elements when combined hold
one or more pairs 01‘ electrons in common, so that
the outer electron she“ 0f one atom. may be
regarded as coincident with that of the other at, the
point Where ,
atoms :Lre Iinker‘ together. From
this point, of mew estimates may Le made (WV, L.
Bragg, Phii. Mag}, VG} X' ‘ Audust 1920) from
crystal via'21 0f the diameters Of these outer shells.
The 0L1t3r sLhe}: of neon for exampie, was estimated
trom the appare t diam Leters ef the carbon, nitrogen,
oxygen and ﬂuorine atoms, which show a gradual
appmximat 11m to a mimmum ve‘Lhie of 1- 30x10” cm.

The diameters 01 the inext gases d5 found in this
VVYLV are gwen 111 the second <?>‘1umn of the 101‘0“113:;
table'
Gas

Helium

Netm
L‘LLgun
Krypton

Xenon

Diameter 2LT
(Crystals)

—————

.

130
205
2-35

2- 70

Diameter 29-

Diﬁ'exence
2L3" »- 2:1

--—

Log
13-82
0084
081

In the thir(1 column are giv en Rankine’s 'zaiues
(A. (L Rankine, Proc Roy Soc. , A 1701.2:1217111” 693,
pp. 360—74, February, 1921) 101‘ the diameters of the
inert gases ca‘cuiated from their viscosities by Chap
Luau" for:11L11a’S.Chapmeh Pm} Trans Roy Sse,
A Vol ccxvi., .41. 279-—W348 December,1915) These
are considerably greater than the dxameters c9ﬁlculated
from crystaLs, but this is not surprisihg 111 view of
0121' ignorance both of the ﬁeid 0f farce surrounding
the: Outer electron she115 11nd 0f the nature of the
electmn-sharing which 1111145 the atoms together for
it is quite possible that their structures rmght
coaiesce to a considerable e\teht. The constancy of
the dtﬁerena shetweeh the two estimates given in

the fourth L70‘umn shows that the mereas‘e in the
size of the atom as each successiVe electron Shel}
Ls added 15; many the same (¢errapt in Lhe case of
11mm), whether measured by viscesity 101‘ by the
crystal data
Further, Rankine L‘Las shown that the
moiemle CE, behaves as regards its viscosity like two
argon atoms with a distance. between their centres
very ciasely equai to that eaittulated from crystats,
and that the same is true fer the pairs Em and
kn13mm ‘_ and xenon.

‘We see, therefore, that the evidence both 0f crystals
and viscosity 111ea8111‘ements indicates that (a) the eieu
ments at the end of any one period in the periodic
table are very nearly i‘dehticai as regards the diameters
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of their outer eiect:011 sheﬁs, and (b) in passing from
one peris
ed to the next there is a definite increase in the
dLmensmns 0f the 011-.er electron shell, the absnlute
21311-3unt of this increase estimated by viscosity agree~
111g clesely with that deLermined from crystal
measuremLents.
A further check on these measurements is attorded
by the mira—L‘ed absorptmn spectra of HF,HC1,and
HBF The. wavenumber difEeLence 8v between sue.
cessive absorption lines determines the moment of
i: Lrtia I of the molecule in each case, the formula
hemg

VVYheLe h is Planck

constant and c the velocity taf

it is therefore pr.» s’bie 1:0 calculate the distances

between the centres at the nuclei in each 11101ecu§e5

fer

mm’

‘

"A W

"V 7'}

47rzcwgﬁr

where m and m’ her the atomic weights reiative to
hydrogenand mx the mass of the hydmden atom,
The fcﬂlowm g table p‘ives these distances (E.S-L Imes,
Elstmph journal, V01 1., p. 25L, 1919). It will be
seen that there are age.in i1": creases in passing from
F to C1 and C1 to 81‘ which agree closeL-y W11th the
increases in the radiia-not the electmn sheiis given
bv the crystal ami Vis1tV’ data
»

3

U}

H
V:

X 106

0‘93

H. 3! :38

.

B, By: {'43

H I
The

E

1: Neon

(a: F)

> Argon

(:2 C1)

0‘35 H
eta; H

----

i: Krypton (2-1 Br)
1

E Xehon
increase

fmm

= I)

i
2
g

ﬁnerine

<7 X 11)"?
(Ctystals)

0'65

2‘02
{‘17

{“35
to

i1 0" X ms
3 (Viscosity)

0:2“ ’1
0'45 1

1‘17

1‘43

f, 1‘58

0'18 ‘

175

chlorine

'1 25’
0'45
0‘17

of

0351(10” cm. mrthrrtls the estimate. given by
CLV als of 037\10"“ em., 21:; agamst the estimate

1‘2t-x 10” cm.1er1 by Visc-"s; y data
It 5011ows
from the aheve that the dLstaLnee between the hydrogen
nucleus and the centre of an elettm—negative atem ta
which it is attached is obtained by adding
0-26X 10“” cm. to the radius of the electro--11egative

atem as given by c1V'stai structutes.

The radius of

the mnex‘ dectmh otht according to Bohr’s theory
is 0-53Xm” cm. double this Value, The crystal
data, therefore, pLedict the vaiue 3:12: 3-0 cm.“1 for
the HI malecu!'6, corresponding t0 3 distance
143111' 10“" cm. between their atomic centres.
This evitlence is interesting as indie"dicing that the

forces bmc‘Lth the atoms together are locahseLL at that

pant of the electron shat} where imkmg takes piace.
W L. BRAGG1-11 BEL?”
Mamhester Universi1tV‘ L’Iarch 16,

?he Entemationat Research Gamma.
THE object at this muncii, says Sir Arthur Schuster
£11 NATURE of March 17., is ” to rem‘ganise international
work which hat} come to a standstill through the
wan and t0 extend it Where found desirahEeL” It
may be werth white to consider for a moment how
the munch has; set to work to promote these immcent
and laudable ends;.
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